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It has been argued in the previous sectioh that the
destruction of self-sustaining resources i,e, bact-
eria and topsoil. is a bigger ecological threat to
oomans than the destruction of natural rec clable re-Ysources, renewable resources. the greenhouse effect
and global warming, Given the fact that topsoil con-
sists not merel of bacteria but a community of wild-
life then, in effect, to say that the destruction of
topsoil is the biggest ecological threat to oomans is
'rtuall the same as sa in that the exterminationvi

of animals is the biggest egological disaster, Altho-
u h the extermination of macro-wildlife would not in
igself cause an ecological disaster, it is a key com-
ponent of the animal exterminetion process and hus a
part of the process of ecological collapse, The plea
sures involved in murdering macro-faune‘ has trigg-
ered off a virtually unstoppable extersination pro-
cess which threatens all wi dlife species - and,

E0 Uilson's lament over the increasing loss of bio-
diversity, quoted in the last section, is that anim-
als could eventually be exploited to produce vital
resources for oomans, It is, however this anthropo-
centric attitude toward animals which is perpetuating
the slaughter of wildlife, The belief that something
is there to be used implies that sooner or later it
wrll be used up and consumed, if the destruction of
wildlife is the biggest ecological disaster facing_
oosans, it is imperative to s op the animal extermin-
ation process not by arguing that wildlife should be
protec ed because t ey are of some use to oomans but
ecause morally wildlife deserve to survive because

they created a fabulously beautiful, and vibrant,
planet and because geophysiologically wildlife are
more ecologically important than oomans,
Uhen_considering the increasing numbers of animal
species being exterminated all over the world some-
t in auch more critical is involved than mere spec-
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eventually’ °°“an5 the.5e1ve5' ies Ioss, By exterminatihg sore and more wildlife
species, oomans_are commi_ting nothing less than
ecocide, ecological genocide,
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WHY NOT BECOME AN ECO~TERRA-IST?

Do you find yourself in a rage when you hear about their back-gardens? Do you want to puke when social-
wildlife being_nained, mutilated or murdered or trea- ists earnin more than 3,000 a year start talking
ted as entertainment or a cheap fore of_labour? Do about globe? equality? Do you wish you had a laser
you wish those people who dislike wildlife would guided, heat seeking, missile in your backpack when
uck-off to a p anet that doesn't have any? Do you you see off road ve icles tearing up the countryside?

feel sick at t e sight of a bulldozer? Do you feel o you wish corporate high-fliers p aying splat-
ill when planning persission is given for yet another aint, war games in ‘adventure forests‘ wou d use
mass construction proiect on a greenfield site? Do ive bullets? Do you want to push members of the
you feel incensed at the sound of a chainsaw? Do you ‘Donans First‘ brigade over t e cliff? Do you yish
eel sick to death seeing over-privileged, over-fed, greens who say they want to save the Amazon rainfor-

fat-faced, fat-arsed, beer-bellied, factory-pharm, est and then drive around lfl_C3P§ aade of Amazonian
politicians receiving ublic acclaim for creating iron ore would go and {bin the Lib Democrats? Do you
more Earth wrecking iogs? Are ou appalled by mega hope battery pharn cre ins who want to cover the
regional shopping centres for the criminally inane? planet in concrete, crap, and crops would get BSE?
Are_you nauseate by the consumer dross who fill up re you infuriated by sanctimonious nurds who support
their hopes with cohsumer products, drive around in the right to life and then go hone to a roast chicken
cars giving off tOXlC-IISTE emissions, and who then dinner. _ , -
oppose the siting of toxic waste incinerators in If so this is the magazine for you,
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INTRODUCTION

O _ d' t' d d g‘ th E th' l‘fomans are isrup ing an ama ing e ar s i e-
sustaining processes to such an extent they now find
themselves threatened bu a correspondingly large num-
ber of ecological disas ers, lt is necessari to eval-
uate, as scientifically as possible, the po ential of
each ecological threat - although it is not yet poss-
ible to de ermine precisely which is the biggest _
threat, or which one is the catalyst that wi l trigg-
er a collapse in the planet's life-support system, o
policy to protect the planet‘s ecology will e effec-
tive until an ecological analysis has been carried
out to ascertain the hierarchy of ecological threats,
There is no point wasting huge amounts_of time, eff-
ort and resources to com at one ecological disaster
if there are other, pore serious, disasters, This is
especially the case if the policies combatting one

i) Pollution. _
One of the oldest environmental threats is atmospher-
ic pollution, The dangers of atmospheric pollution
‘were first noticed in Britain in t e 19th but it was
the lethal smogs of the 1950s which led to some of
the earliest environmental legislation, However, the
main outcome of the clean air acts was the construct-
ion of huge smokestacks which ushed the pollution
hi h into the atmosphere theregy dum ing he problem
ongother countries, This became a pogitical issue in
the late 1960s when Scandinavian countries began to
complain about acid rain from Britain, Over t e foll-
owing decades, atmospheric pollution surfaced, dis-
a peared and then resurfaced again with re ular mon-
ogony on the political agenda - which all %oo_clearly
testifies to the environmental movement's political
failure to curb eradicate the problem permanently,

I: The Destruction Caused by Acid
Rain.
A: The Main Sources of Acid Rain,
There are natural sources of acid raih, Volcanoes
create acid rain as does marine organisms which
create dimethyl sulphide, The N31“ anthropogenic
sources of acid rain are fossil fuelled power
stations, motor vehicle emissions_and petal ore
refining, The ooman sources of acid rain overwhelm
those from nature, “In Just 10 rears the Sudbury
copper and nickel smelter in On ario, Canada emitted
more sulpur dioxide than all the volcanoes (the main
natural source) in the history of the earth (sic),'
(Clive Ponting ‘A Green History of the Uorld‘
Sinclair-Stevenson Ltd, London 1991 p,366),

B; The Effects of Acid Rain, i
The rain which once used to produce life now promotes
death, Acid rain damages, and kills, vegetation,
wildlife, oomans, and marine plants and animals,
C; The Environmental Damage Caused by Acid Rain,
Acid rain eats away at the fabric of most buildings,
Uhilst it bleaches lakes until they are crystal c ear
it blackens stone buildings,
0:_The Ecological Damage Caused by Acid Rain,
Acid rain causes severe damage to crops and reduces
the planet's capacitp_for photosynthesis ‘European
wide surveys have es imated that 351 of Europe's for-
ests, or nearly 50 million hectares, are affected (by
acid rain), In Norway, 35,000 km2 of lakeland are
affected,‘ (TEST ‘Urong Side of the_Tracks, Impacts
of Road & Rail Transport on the Environment, A Basis
for Discussion‘ l77 rlington Road London NU1_7Ei
1990, p,711; ‘Acid rain will cost Europe 118 million
cubic metres of wood every year for the next cent-
ury,‘ (New Scientist 11,B,9 ); ‘Acid rain has now
af ected over 7 million hectares of forest in over 20
countries, It has acidified 90,000 kilometres of
brooks and 18,000 lates in Sweden and severely aff-
ected over 50 lochs in Scotland, 700,000 lakes in
Canada and many in the Adirondacks in the USA,‘ (Jon-
athon Porritt Uhere on Earth are we Going?‘ BBC
Books, London 1990 p,12), ‘
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ecological threat exacerbate another, more dangerous,
calamity, The determination of the hierarchu o ecol-
ogical disasters is a matter for science bu the
remedies will be decided by politicians,
Here, then, is a clear example of the way in which
the Earth must be given priority, Firstly, it is
necessary to determine t e scale of the ooman-induced
ecolo ical threats; secondly, it is necessary to work
out wgat needs to be done ecologically to reduce
these threats and prevent an ecological disaster;
thirdly, it is necessary to determine the changes
which need to be made to society; ahd_then, finally,
policies have to be crafted which minimize the social
and economic difficulties caused by such changes and
which equalize the sacrifices whic need to be made,

E; The Damage Caused to Biodiversity by Acid Rain,
“In Sweden 8,000 lakes have been acidified,
rendering 4,000 of them unable to support fish,‘_
(TEST ‘Urong Side of the Tracks‘ p,7 ; “Acid rain
has ,, eliminated trout in rivers across 35,000
s uare kilometres of Norway,‘ (Jonathon Porritt
‘Share on Earth are we Going?‘ p,12),
F: The Economic Cost of Acid Rain,
Acid rain causes a huge amount of damage in Europe,
"A recent study estimated that acid rain pollution
causes £200-60 billion worth of damage to Europe's
crops, buildings, lakes, forests, and human hea th,‘
(Guardiah 1,11,91, p,34): “Acid rain will cost Europe
11B million cubic metres of wood - worth £16 billion
- every year for the next century,“ (New Scientist
l1,B,9 ),
G: Estimates of the Threat Posed by Acid Rain. _
Some ecologists do not believe acid rain is a crucial

FUUIEHI _
games Lovelock:_‘Acid rain is, at present, a _
comparatively minor affliction for_Gaia,' ([Gaia, The
Practical Science of Planetary Medicihe Gaia Books
Ltd London 1991, p,161), Love ock believes that most
acid rain derives from natural not ooman_made
sources, ‘The biggest source (of aoid rain) is hot
industrial but D released by marine plankton,
(Michael Allaby. ‘Guide To Gaia‘ Optima 1989 p,172),
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II: The Destruction Caused by
Stratospheric Ozone Depletion.
One of the most recent manifestations of public con-
cern about atmospheric pollution is the depletion of
the ozone layer, Scientific warnings about the damage
CFCs could cause to the ozone layer were first issue:
in the mid 1970s but very little action was taken
until ten years later when an enormous hole was foun
in the ozone layer over the Antarctic, The Montreal
protocols agreed to phase out some CFCs in order to
allow alternatives to be introduced, These protocols
w§reFwidely priticisep iprtbeipg too little too late,
‘ r oreman as warne a e curren a reements
on the reduction of CFC emissions) would mgan a fur-
ther 20t oi the ozone layer would bendestroyed by thi
liiliziiii it§“$3?ii2 if iZ3a.°a§3i.iii§*3i§2§°.ii55L
woulp he releaspd between ppw and i000 would1repges-
en a as muc a ain as e o a amoun a rea
released in the whgle of recorded history,‘ (UUEPUIRT
3,7,90étp,p, Spa alsp 30,6k90); "2 reporh frouhBrit-
ain's ra os eric zone eview rou s o s e
o§oneElayer ig beihg destroied at a rgte p§xBlfatgec-
a e, ven op imis ic re ic ions now sa o e
ozone above Europe will have disappeareg before 1997
prompting a 40% eap in the amount of UV radiation
filtering through onto our bodies,‘ Green Magazine
331-*2.‘i§.."iZ’ii;if-‘iii.“if-’.i°li3“z2Zil.§“1ii§.".2°1'.
habitually use sun blocks, Dr John Pyle, head gf ghe
United hipgdom Stratosphegic Ozone Revieu Grpup,
sai ‘ a e precautions w en you o ou in _ e sun,
large factor in skin cancer is thg past habits of
people in exposure to sunlight,‘ The increase in
ultra VlO1G;_li3h§ geaphing the ground_becguse it is
no on er s ie e e ozone a er is a ou e
year since 1980, Eacg 1% drop in tge ozone later P
causes another 100,000 cases of blindness wor dwide,
(Guardian 19,7,91),
As a result of such predictions and continual incre-
ases.in ozone depletion further measures have been
agreed to speed up the phasing out of many ozone-
depleting c emica s,
A; The Effects of Stratospheric Ozone Depletion,
The ozone layer preyents most of the Sun s life-
threatening ultra-violet radiation from reaching the
Earth‘s surface, Ozone depletion damages vegeta ion;
causes eye cataracts and malignant me anomas in oom-
ans, ‘The United States Environmental Protection
Agency predicts 210,000 new skin cancer deaths in th
United tates alone in the next 50 years,‘ (Guardian
1,l1,s1, p,34), It also causes eye cataracts in
anima s,
B; The Ecological Damage Caused by Stratospheric
Ozone Depletion, _
Several studies have suggested that ozone depletion
damages crops but the scale of the damage has not
been estimated, ‘A 25% depletion of ozone levels
would produce a 20-25! drop in soya bean yields,‘
(Fred earce ‘Turning Up t e Heat, Our Perilous
Future in the Global Greenhouse, ‘The_Bodley Head,
London 1989 p.26); ‘Increasing ultraviolet radiatior
ih the atmosphere is-expected to cut by one-fifth
yields of vegetable crops such as peas, barley and
oil-seed rape, Some tree species will also be badly_
affected, Scientists studying climate change had sai
that some crops such as w ea and rice wou d have
growth rates stimulated by increased CO, in the
atmosphere but tests showed that increased UV-B
destroyed that potential," (Guardian 26,9,92, p,7),
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C; The Geophysiological Oapage Caused by
Stratospheric Oione Depletion,
“The United N&fl0flS Environment Programme and the
Uorld Meterological Office suggest hat depletion of
the ozone layer by CFCs may in effect let more heat
out through he holes than was thought, making the
gases responsible for cooling the a mosphere,
Guardian 20,12,91, p,3),

D; The Damage to Biodiversity Caused by
Stratospheric Ozone Depletion,
Ozone depletion causes eye cataracts in animals,
E: The Economic Cost of Stratospheric Ozone
Depletion,
“Scientists have backed ,, fears that food prices
will rise because increasing ultraviolet radiation in
the atmosphere is expected o cut by one-fifth yields
of vegeta le orops such as peas, barley and oil-seed
rape, (Guardian 26,9,92, p,7),
F; Estimates of the Threat Posed by Stratospheric
Ozone Depletion,
Very few commentators have made any assessment of the
seriousness of the threat posed by ozone depletion,

ii) Poisoning the Food Chain.
The issue which is credited with sparking off the
environmental movement was the poisonin of the food
chain, In 1962, Rachel Carson revealed ghat pesticid-
es had been found in a wide variety of wildlife
around the world and had even been absorbed in the
milk of expectant ooman mothers,
Modern technological societies produce an inoreasing
array of highly toxic chemicals, These are either
produced de iberately e,g, paints, solvents, pestici-
des, etc,, or accidental y as a by-product of a chem-
ical process or incineration, The poisoning of the
food chain can happen either as a result 0 the le al
use of toxic chemicals or_as a result of toxic wasie
being dumped or escaping into the environaent, The
grea er t e number and quantities of chemicals prod-
uced, the greater the waste products, the greater the
chance of a mass outbreak of food poisoning,
Toxic poisons are taken up by plants, These are eaten
by sma 1 creatures which, in turn, are eaten by larg-
er creatures, In some cases, the toxic chemica s be-
come concehtrated everytime an animal is eaten by
another animal, The greatest concentration of toxic
phesicgls is found in those animals at the top of the

oo c ain,
So many poisons have been dumped into the atmosphere
and oceans that most biomass and most life-forms are
contaminated in one way or another, i

I: The Damage to Biodiversity
Caused bg Toxic Chemicals.
Millions of irds, fish and small mammals have been
poisoned by toxic chemicals, 9

II: Estimates of the Threat Posed
by Toxic Chemicals.
Some commentators believe the dangers posed by toxic
chemicals are considerable,
James Lovelock; ‘The issue of hazardous chemicals'
amounts to one of our greatest environmental challen-
gas,“ (‘The Gaia Atlas of Planet Management ed N
yers Pan Books, London 19BS,xp,124),
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Unfortunately it is sinply not possible to evaluate
how serious he threat is ecause very little resear-
ch work has been or is being done on he chemicals
released into the atmosphere, It is highl unlikely,
however, that any chemical could invade the food
chain to such an extent that it could endanger any
one species, let alone oomans, and certainly not all
life on Earth,

iii) The Exhaustion of Non
Renewable Resources.
The next naior ‘environmental’ (but not ecological)
fear was the exhaustion of fossil fuels and other
non-renewable resources sparked off, in the early
l9TOs, by OPEC's huge oil price rises, “The OPEC
price rise brought into being the phrase ‘energy
crisis‘,“ (‘Malcolm Slesser Eneroy in the Economy‘
Hacflillan Press, London I978, p,4 ,
The oil orice rise caused many countries severe
financia hardship but man commentators focussed on
the lono term danger that the rapid use of non-
renewab e resources would leaye future generations
bereft of vital resources, This led to emands for
eneroy conservation,_Howeyer, although the demand for
oil ell after the oil price rise, within a few years
inflation had eaten away the oil price rise and oil
was once again being used in prolific quantities,

I: Estimates of the Threat Posed by
the Exhaustion of Non Renewable
Resourcesr
The latest estimates sugoest that the main non re-
newable resources could ast anywhere between ISO to
300 years, “No essential minera resource will run
out, (James Lovelock ‘The Gaia Atlas of Planet Han-
agement‘ ed N Hyers Pan Books, London 1985, p,ll0),

iv) The Collagse of Ecological
Services.
Ouring the i980s a small nunber of environmentalists
became concerned about the increasing loss of servic-
es provided by the planet‘s ecology e,g, the reduct-
ion in rainfa l and drought cause by razing forests;
snarms of ‘pests’ caused by the killing off of a par-
ticular oredator etc,, lt was believed that more and
more of hese seryices would be lost until the-
planet‘s entire life support system collapsed,
For some reason or another the idea of the increasing
loss of olanetary services failed to caoture the pub-
lic‘s_in erest and it never became a oo itical issue,
At this time, the public were adamant y demanding the
provision of local government services such as refuse
collection, leisure facilities, meals on wheels,
etc,, as well as a conprehensive range of health ser-
vices, etc,, and yet it did not seem to be in the _
least bit bothered about the possible discontinuation
of the Earth's services; As t e Ehrlichs pointed out,
however, ‘The future of humanity probably depends
much more heavily on the health of globa ecosystems
than on public health in the classic sense,‘ ( The
Pooolation Explosion‘ Hutchinson, London, I990,
pl I

v) The Greenhouse Effect.
The ar s green ouse e ec was iscovered in the
lRthC andteioloceohepaenodically by attewieclentists

roug ou e ,_ _ was on y_in e s, ow-
eyer,hthat the scientiiic Brofeesion beganhto take

e p enomenon serious y. n or una e y, ere were
considerable disagreements between those who believed
the Earth was hea ing towards another ice age and
those who believed t e Earth was warmino up, This may
have been one of the main reasons why i didn't be-
come a political issue until the late 19805, In the
summer of 1988, Jim Hansen, head of HASA‘s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies, attendino a United
States‘ congressional hearing stated hat, ‘It is
time to ston_waffling and accept that global warming
is here,‘ T is statement was oicked up by the media
and provoked considerable pub ic interes in the
issue,
It wasn't until I990 with the publication of the re-
oort, ‘Climate Change‘, by the Inter-governmental
anel on Climate Change ( PCC), that it became appar-

ent that a scientific consensus had developed about
the threat posed by the greenhouse effect, Although
there are still a number of scientists who do not
believe there will be a rise in global average tenn-
eratures, the maiority viewpoint is expresse by t e
IPCC, which had been set up in 1988 by the Uorld
Meteorological Office and the United ations Environ-
ment Programme to investigate the greenhouse effect,
The IPCC s report predicted that t e greenhouse eff-
ect could cause an increase in global temperatures of
between I-AC by the middle of t e next century and
recommended draconian cuts in carbon dioxide emiss-
ions of 60-80%, These conclusions and recommendations
have since been ratified_by some of the most respect-
able scientific authorities around the world who have
sugoested_that oomans have only three decades to pre-
ven a climatic disaster, The PCC‘s dire warnings
about increasino global temperatures has led many
environmentalis s to argue that the greenhouse e fect
is the biggest environmental threat,
The rise of the greenhouse effect as the major envir-
onmental threat as resulted in a re-evaluation of
earlier environmental threats, lt was realized that
if the_planet‘s non renewable resources were consumed
too quickly then the greenhouse effect would cause an
ecological catastrophe even before these resources
had been exhausted, The real danger caused by the
rapid consumption of fossil fuels was not so much a
world bereft of fossil fuels (let alone one that suf-
fered from acid rain, smog, atmospheric oollution)
but the greenhouse effect, ‘Full use of he world's
recovera le fossil fuels could lead to atmospheric
CO, concentrations up to T0 times the pre-industrial
concentration (The pre-industrial CO, level was 270
parts per million by volume shilst the present level
is 350 ppmv), lt is not oossible at present to spec-
ify a maximum allowable O, concentration,
Nevertheless, it is often assumed that a concentrat-
ion of GOO ppmv would induce significant climate and
other chanoes that should perhaps be avoided if poss-
ible,‘ (Al red H Perry ‘The Changing Carbon Cycle, A
Global Analysis‘ Springer-Verlao New Yort T98
p,5Gl), The prosoects of an eco ogical disaster_sudd-
enly leapt from he far flung future when fossil
tue_s would be exhausted, to a much less distant s
orizon,

I: The Destruction Caused by the  
Greenhouse Effect. »
A; The Effects of the Greenhouse Effect, ' .
There is alread some evidence that the oreenhouse
effect has led to an increase in global emperatures,
flhe l980s were the warmest decade since records ben-
an and_they also contained six out of the IO warmes
years in t e oeriod T860-1989, T990 was the warmest
on record,‘ ( live Ponting ‘A Green History of the
Uorld' Sinclair-Stevenson Ltd, London T991 p,389),
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The increase in global average temperatures will push
the tropics towards the poles, There will be an incr-
ease in natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes,
droughts, etc,,
G: The Environmental Cost of the Greenhouse Effect,
One commentator has speculated that the greenhouse
effect may have been responsible for the devastating
droughts in Africa durino the l980s, ‘In all probab-
ility, the greenhouse ef ect has already killed hun-
dreds of thousands of people ' (John Gribbin ‘Hot-
house Earth‘ Gantam Press l9SO p,l7), S
Paradoxically, the greenhouse effect will also lead
to the TIOOUIHE of many of the world‘s_maior cities,
‘According to PA estimates, erosion, inundation and
salt water intrusion could reduce the area of present
day US coastal wetlands up to GO! if current oroiect-
ions of future global sea level are realized, (Jodi
L Jacobson ‘Hol ing Back the Sea‘ in ‘State of the
Uorld I990‘ A Uorl watch Institute Report on Progress
Towards a Sustainable Planet‘ Unwin Paperbacks,
London T990 p,83),
The increase in the number_and ferocity of storms and
hurricanes will cause considerable damage to »
buildings,
C: The Ecological Damage Caused by the Greenhouse T
Effect,
The change in the Earth‘s climate will cause such an
increase in stress to trees and vegetation that many
forests may not survive,
O: The Geophysiological Damage Caused by the
Greenhouse E fect,
The increase in global average temperatures and _
natural disasters will change every single ecological
habitat around the planet and may push some of t em
beyond their powers of recovery,
E: The Oama e to Biodiversity Caused by the
Greenhouse affect, _ _ _ _ _
The rapid changes in wildlife habitats will make_it
difficult for many wildlife species to adiust quickly
enough to survive, Global warming will have a whole-
sale damaging effect on the planet's wildlife,
F: The Economic Cost of the Greenhouse Effect,
One estimate puts the cost of cutting greenhouse gas
emissions in the US at £3,6 trillion, equivalent o ~
the coontry‘s entire annual gross national product,
(Guardian_ ,7,90, p,ll), honey bill also have to be
spent on installing or reinforcing flood defence
systems,
The economic costs cansed by the oreenhouse effect
will be enormous, Cities wi l be looded, Land will
be permanently inundated, Crops will be lost because
of drought or flooding, A warmer planet will cause an
increase in the number of ‘pests‘ which will increase
damage to crops, r ' _

flggiaks

II: The Dangers Posed by a
Runaway Greenhouse Effect, _
Some environmentalists believe it is imperative to
take immediate, and drastic, actions to reduce carbon
emissions because it is feared the greenhouse effect
will not increase gradually and linearly but dramat-
ically through a ouantum leap in global temperatures,
The greenhouse ef ect could develop a momentum of its
own which could lead to an ecological holocaust, It
is suspected that if methane (CH.) takes over from-
CO as the main greenhouse gas then the greenhouse _
effect will become self sus aining, "if he trends in
accumulation of both CO, and CH, continue unchanned
the greenhouse effect from nethane could exceed hat
of C 2 by 2040,“ (Anne Ehrlich ‘Agricultural _
Contribu ions to Global Uarming‘ in ‘Global Uarmingr
The Green eace Re ort‘ ed, Jeremy Leggett Oxford Univ
Press T998, p,40Ig,
Small increases in olobal temperatures could lead to
the thawing of the rozen tundras (peat boos) of
Siberia an Canada, and the release of vas quant-
ities of methane, ‘About 27! of the world's carbon
store is locked up in the neat bogs of the tundra and
the boreal forests,“ (Tin adford, Guardian, See
also, Pearce o,l4B), A rise in temperatures could
also lead to he thawing of ice crystals at the bott-
om of the Arctic ocean, “There are large stores of
methane trapped inside ice structures in sediments on
ocean floors,‘ (Fred Pearce p,l58),
lf either of these events began to take place, vast
quantities of methane would e released into the
atmosohere and would exacerbate the oreenhouse eff-
ect, he greenhouse effect would no onger need to be
fuelled by human stupidity_but could draw upon the
planet's own resources to increase its momentum, The
warmer the planet becomes, the greater the release of
methane, the bigger the boost to the greenhouse
e ec ,
The evidence suggests that the thaying of the tundra
and ice crystals is already beoinning to happen, fThe
Arctic tundra is melting, he PCC report says this
effect has robably been underestimated,‘ (Guardian
l2,2,92, p,g), The melting of ice crystals, 'may_
already be the most imoor ant source of methane in s
the atmosphere, Some I 0 million tonnes a year is ones
guestimate,' (Fred Pearce p,l59), ~
Another ecological phenomena which might grovoke a
runaway green ouse effect is respiration y the plan-
et‘s biomass, lt has been proposed-that a rise in
temperatures will put the_planet s biomass under con-
siderable strain so that instead of absorbing huge
anounts of atmospheric carbon, trees and vegetation,
will release nuc _of the carbon they_have_s ored uo,
"The orobability_is high that a_warming will stimu -
ate t e respira ion of terrestrial ecosystems, incl-
ndino the decay of organic hatter in soils, suffic-
ient y to exceed any net primary production, (George
H Uoodwell ‘The Effects of Global Uarming‘ in ‘Global

Th G R t‘ Ed b Jerem Le ettUarming, _ e reenoeace eoor y y gg
Oxford University_ ress lS_0 p,l23), Uoodwell cal-
culates that respiration will exceed even the fertil-
ization effect, (i e, the increase in biomass orowth
because of higher leyels of atmosgheric carbon , ‘The
increase in PGGRIPGEIOH from (glo all warming will
dominate all ot er biotic effects and accelerate _~
rates of release of CO, and CH. from the respiration
of plants and the decay of organic matter in soils,‘
(George H Uoodwell ‘The Effec s of Global_Uarming'
p,l5),c_ _
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III: Estimates of the Threat Posed
by the Greenhouse Effect.
The scientific consensus over the threat posed by the
greenhouse effect has been followed by an almost com-
plete unanimity amongst environmentalists that the
greenhouse effect is the most important ecological
issue:-
Jeremy Leggett; fThere is no single issoe in contemp-
orary human affairs that is of greater imgortance,'
t‘Global warming; A Greenpeace iew' in ' lobal Harm-
ing, The Greenpeace Regort‘ Ed, Jeremy Leggett,
0x ord Univ Press, T99 , p,4B0),
Norman Myers: “The greatest environmental upheaval of
all, the greenhouse effect,‘ (‘The Gale Atlas of -
Future world‘s, Challenge and Bggortunitg in an Age

f Ch ' R b t H C rta T 0 13 )o ange o er son c a , p, ,
Penny Kemp G Derek Hall: “Global warming is the most
serious environmental problem ye face,‘ (‘A Green
Hahttesto for the 1990s‘ Penguin Books, London T990
gonathon Porritt; "Carbon dioxide emissions are the
single greatest threat to human wellbeing (let alone
to he rest of life on Earthl,“ (‘Uhere on Earth are
He Going?‘ BBC Books, London T990, p,3B),
Patrick Rivers; ‘Affecting the whole planet, it (the
greenhouse effect) is the most colossal and dangerous
ecological experiment of all time,‘ (‘How to Rescue

y the Earth for Our Children‘ Greenprint T988 p 5),
Alexander King & Bertrand Schneider; "The most
menacing macro-pollution by far, however _concerns
the so-called greenhouse e fect,"_(‘The first Global
Revolution, A egort by the Council of the Club of
Rome‘ Simon & Sc uster London T991 o,24), _
Barry Commoner; “The most potential y catastroghic
grob em ,, global warming,‘ (‘flaking Peace wit the
lanet‘ Vic or Gollancz 990 p,lA4),

IV: The Limited Threat Posed by the
Greenhouse Effect.
The IPCC‘s analysis of the greenhouse_effect is marr-
ed by a number of theoretical end empirtcel weakness-
es (see ‘An Ecological and Political Crittque of the
Earth Summttf - details on back page), This opens op
the possibility that the greenhouse effect, as_de1in
ed by the IECQ, does not pose as significant a danger
as is often suggested,
Firstly, there is no linear correlation between an
increase in carbon emissions and a rise in global av-
erage temperatures, There is alleged to be a thresh-
old beyond which additional carbon emisstons have no
efrect on the greenhouse effect, ‘There is so_much
C0, in the atmosphere already that even_doubling the
concentration does not roduce a dramatic change in
world temperature,‘ (Jogn Gribbin ‘Hothouse Earth‘
Bantam Press T990 p,l42), The radiative forcing of
C0, is limited because it blocks infra-red radiation
across only a short section of the electromagnetic
spectrum,
Secondlr, there are scientific doubts thet the green-
house e fect could become a self-sustaining process.
Finally, and most ihoortantlyr it is not true that
there will necessari y be an increase in global aver-
age temperatures because of the carbon po lution dum-
oed into the atmosphere over the last two centuries,

f large parts of the Earth are reforested this nould
not merely reduce the concentration of atmospheric
carbon bu would increase the planet's albedo and
thereby cool the planet, And, despite Uoodwellfis bel-
tef that respiration will dominate all other ecolog-
ical processes, it is possible thet_if global refor-
estation is carried out on a suffioient y large scale
then the glanet‘s_albedo could be increased enough to
grevent_t e rise in global temgeratures which would
oost biomass respiration, Glo al reforestation could

avert the threat of climate change,

vi) Global Warmin .
Th ' h ff t‘ as it has come to be definede green ouse e _ec , _
by the IPCC, and virtually every other environmental
organizations, refers to he ef ect of atmospheric
po lution on global average temperatures, The fact
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is, however, that the Earth's global average temper-
ature is influenced not merely by the sugp r side of
the carbon cycle (carbon emissions) but y _he demand
side of the carbon cycle (the planet‘s_ability to
absorb atmosgheric carbon - its_net primarz product-
ion or its p otosynthetio capacity), and. y the heat
flow (the amount of sunlight reflected back into
space by the Earth's surface), These three phenomena
are col ectively known as ‘global_warming‘, An incre-
asing number of theorists are beginning o make a
distinction between the greenhouse effect and global
warming because of the t eoretical inadequacies of
the IP C's model of the greenhouse effect what is
more, the IPCC‘s foous on atmospheric pollution tthe
greenhouse effect) is a dangerous error because it is
not possible to reduce the evel of atmospheric carb-
on by relying solely on measures to limit carbon
emissions, Even if carbon emissions were curbed dram-
atically, the greenhouse effect could continue to
worsen if more and more of the planet's biomass was
destroyed,

I: The Geophysiological Threat
Posed by Global w8FIIl.'1I'l%. _
The geophysiological threat posed r global warming
is much reater than that posed by he greenhouse_
effect, The destruction of the planet's biomass will
boost global temperatures far more,_and far more
quickly, than atmospheric carbon emissions,
One of the major benefits of developing a globel
warming theory is that it enables a re-eva uation to
be made of the environmental threats examined above.

II: The Geophysiological Threat
Posed by Pollution, Poisoning, and
the Exploitation of Fossil Fuels.
It has been sug ested above that pollution, biomass
poisoning, and ghe exploitation of fossil fuels ere
not si nificant ecological threats, However, it is
possible that they pose more of an ecological threat
as contributors to global warming than t ey do in
themselves.
A; Pollution, _ _ ,
Acid rain has a multiple impact on global warming.
Acid rain reflects sunlight back in o space thereby
decreasing global temperatures, However, by damaging
the plane ‘s photosynthetic cepacity rt boosts g obal
warming, ln addition, reflecting sunlight back into
soace reduces photosynthesis an thus _urther boosts
g obal warming, The relative contribution of these
hree effects on global warming is not known,

Ozone depletion reduces global warming by allowing
heat to escape the Earth s stratosphere. Howeverr the
increase in ultra-violet radiation damages the o an-
et‘s photosynthettc cagacitr thereby boosting g obal
warming, Once again, t e re ative contribution of
these wo effec s on global warming is not known,
B; Poisoning of the Food Chein, _
The toxic o emicels dumped into the environment dem-
age, and kill, biomass and thus reduce the planet s
p otosynthetic capacity, This boosts global warming.
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C' Fossil Fuels, _
whilst fossil fuels could be used quite legitimately
without causing any undue disturbance to t e olanet s
geophysiological processes, the fact is that hese
non-renewab e resources are being used to destroy the
planet's renewable resources, It is arguable tha
atmosphertc emissions from fossil fuels are less of
an ecological threat than the use to which fossil
fuels are put i,e, destroying the planet's renewable
resources.

vii) The Destruction of a
Natural Recyclable Resource.
There are a number of different materials which can
be recycled e,g, metals, plastics, oager, etc,, There
is, however, only one natural recyc a le resource and
that is water,
There has been an environmental concern about water
for many decades but, like pollution, it tends to
surfece only now and again - and often in a variety
of differen disguises,
The first concern about water was not oyer water per
se but water poisoned by the toxic chemicals and
toxic waste poured into rivers, The concern about
water was transmogrified by the recent interest in
the greenhouse ef ect, into fears about_water short-
ages and drought, ln effect, the water issue became
subsumed under the problem of global warming,
The next fear about water was shortages created by
the ever increasing social and economic demends for
water - shortages exacerbated by the contamination of
water by toxic chemicals and toxic waste, actd rain
pollution, and eutrophication oaused by fertiliser
run-off, etc, The over-industrialized world‘s demand
for fresh water is increasing so rapidly there is a
prospect of water shorteges in many countries, Some
rivers are being periodically dewa_ered and some of
the Earth's maior aquifers are_having water extractec
at a faster rate than it is being replaced, “There is
already an international alarm a out water, There are
roughly 9000 cubic kilometres of fresh water avail-
able a ang tine, Right now we are using about I/3 of
this, In t eory, this supply should be enough for 20
billion peogle, (Tim Radford ‘The Crisis_of Life on
Earth, Our egacy from the Second hillenium, Thorsons
Publishing Group I990, p,2lB), Ambitious schemes are
being too ed to_overcome the_oredicted water shortag-
es e,g in America, a $120 bi lton water pipeline
from laska to California and, in Britain, a national
water grid, This concern about water ts_not so much
an eco ogicel, as a resource, issue similar to that
concerne with the shortage of non-renewable
resources,
The latest concern for water stems from the fact that
a large number of countries eround the world share a
common water supply, Increasing water shortages could
lead to disputes between countries as to how much
water they should be allowed to extract, The deming
of rivers for hydro-electric poser and irrigetion
threatens to reduce water supplies to countries down-
stream, The concern about water supply has shifted
the debate about water from bein a resource issue to
one involving national sovereigngy end, if no agree-
ments can be reached between sovereign governments,-

II: The Geophysiological Threat
Posed 2? Water Shortages.
The bigges , ooman-induced threat caused by water
hes no ing to do with_ecologr but with politics,
Given the ooman prediliction _or ears and the trigger
hapoy state of many military instititions around e
wor d, war could break out at any moment in ang numb-
er of places around the world, Even worse is t at
there are some areas in the world where war could
escalate into a global military conflagration, There
is no longer the danger of local wars sparking off
super-power conflicts but the tong historical disg-
utes between christianitg and islam is still capa le
of flaring up into a glo al wer, The water shortages
in lsrael are serious enough in their own right but,
iven the conflict between Judaism, islam, and chris-

iianitr, the disputes could erupt into something far
worse han the Gulf war,
It is possible, then, that the problems caused by
water shortages could erupt_a long time before t e
onset of fossil fuel degletion an the greenhouse
effect, even though suc dlSdUiES_&rE unnecessary
because all are resolvable, he military confron at-
ions over water could produce en ecological disaster
bégger than many of the ecological pro lems analyzed
a ove,

viii) The Destruction of
Renewable Resources.
I: Renewable Resources.
There are a wide range of renewable resources - for-
ests, coral reefs, t e flora of continental shelves,
photoplankton, mangroves and savannah grasslands, At
one potnt or another over the last three decades, and
in various glaces around the_world, local people have
protested a out the destruction of one or other of
these ecological phenomenon, However, it is extremely
unusual for protesters, even environmentalists, to
see the link between their locel ecological resources
and the rest of the planet's biomass, s a consequen-
ce, the destruction of any one of these ecologtcal
resources has been seen as an isolated, local issue
and not as part of a general attack on the planet's
biomass, Perhaps the most blatant manifestatton of
thts failure is the absence of a green organization
which defends the interests of the world‘s renewable
resources, =
The only issue which has cone anywhere near to being
regarded as a global issue is de orestation, And re ,
even here, whi st the Brutish public becomes upse
about the destruction of the Amazon reinforest they
are less concerned about the destruction of other
rainforests around the Earth; less concerned still
about the devastation of the taiga; and even less_
concerned about the destroction of forests in their
own country, The destruction of the Amazon reinforest
is one of he most recent environmental worries even‘
though all of the Earth‘s forests are under threat
bnfortunetely, then deforestation is an ecologiral
issue which is riddled with ignorance and hypocrisy,

war, t.
It seems es if the only way that water could become
an ecological issue is indirectly 7 if the disputes
ebout we er rights lead to wars which cause ecolog-
ical ruination, ,
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lt is important that all local cases of deforestation
are recognized as being part of a general attaok on
all the world‘s forests. Bot, it is even more import-
ant that global deforestation is seen as a part of an
even wider attack on coral reefs, continental shelv-
es, ghotoplankton,_mangroves, and savannah grasslan-
ds, hat is the point of saving the world‘s forests
if all of these other ecological phenomena are being
devastated? It is imperative that such destruction is
seen as part of a purge against the olanet‘s biomass,
Ecoscientists define hese ecologica phenomena as
composing the glanet‘s net primary productivity or
the planet's p otosynthetic capacity etc,, but such
phrases seem unduly technical, Perhaps the best way
of defining them is as the planet's renewable
resources, . is .
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II: Deforestation.
A: The Ecological Role Played by Forests,
Forests play a vital role in a _arge number of ecol-
ogical processes which are orucial for the suryival
o virtually all forms of life, They play a mayor
oart in the carbon cycle by extracting carbon rom

he atmosphere, They helg o control he Earth's heat
flow; oxygenate the_Eart ; purify water;_protect
fragile soils; provide a nursery for a wide variety
of plants; and, provide homes for a vast array of
animals, ‘By means of their elaborate root systems,
they (trees_ literally hold the soil together, grav-
enting erosion from even the steepest s oges, T eir
elaborate root system also ensures that t e earth_
beneath it is sponge-like and maximizes its capacity
to retain the rains, by the same token, they sontro
run off to the rivers, releasing only a fraction of
what they retain, Forests also provide the perfect
habitat or living things,f (Edward Goldsmith ‘The
Hay, An Ecologica Horl -View‘ Rider, London T992
o, Z7); ‘Deserts happen because_we_chop down trees,
t isn't as simple as that and it isn't the only

reason, but it is ultimately so, Trees shade ground
"and conserve soil moisture, (Tim Radford ‘The Crisis
of Life on Earth, Our Legacy from the Second
Millenium, Thorsons Publishing Group 1990, p,205),
B; The Ecological Damage Caused by Deforestation,
Uithout a doubt, if al the fores s around the planet
were cut down the geophysiological damage would be
severe Global deforestation would reduce the amount
of carbon being extracted from the atmosphere and
thereby boost he greenhouse effect, fAlthough an
estima ed Alt of p_otosynthetic activity takes place
in the oceans, it is the 59$ occurring on land hat
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has three aims:

the greenhouse effect.
to raise awareness conceming global

other human activities.
to foster individual invovement in the

humanity in the late 20th century.

u der ins the rld econo ,' (Lester Brown, ed -1"it tp r the igria 1990,“ vtn-itmittn Institute /U0 5° muc” A ‘§7d“°'2m-' mwzg '4 ’0"*"Tt‘F”" P20-FESTa e o
Report on Progress Toward a Sustainable Society‘
Earthscan Pub ications Ltd, London, I990, p,5), If
all the world's forests were set ablaze this would
release vast quantities of greenhouse gases into the
atmos here thereby further oosting the greenhouse
effecg Much more dramatically, however, deforestati-
on would cause a ragid rise in global average temper-
atures because of t e change_in the_planet's albedo
and this_would lead to immediate climatic
instability, -
Deforestation would also cause a reduction in atmos-
pheric oxygen but, given the vast amounts of oxygen
in the atmosohere, it would happen only very slowly
dver_the mil enia and would pose no immedia e threat

o i e, t
Deforestation is one of the biggest contributors to
the fresh water crisis,
Deforestation causes massive levels of soil erosion,
And, finally, deforestation would lead to the extinc-
tion of the overwhelming majority of plant and animal
species on Earth,

C: The Scale of Deforestation, _ _ _
The current scale of global deforestation is nothing
less than frightening, ‘Over the last l0,000 years,
the earth's mantle o forests and woodland has shrunk
by a third as trees were cleared to make way for
crops, pasture and cities,‘ (Sandra Postal and John C

Ryan ‘Reforming Forestry‘ in Lester Brown, ed ‘State
o the Uorld l 91, A Uorldwatch Institute Report on
Progress Toward a Sustainable Societ ' Earthscan Pub-
lications Ltd, London, I991 p,74),f¥he rate of for-
est destruction is no less frightening, ‘The planet's
mantle of trees, already a third less than in ore-
agrieultural times and shrinking by more_than l_
million hectares per year,‘ (Alan Durning ‘Ending
Poverty‘ in ‘State of the Uorld I990‘ A Uorldwatch
Institute Report on Progress Towards a Sustainable
Planet‘ Unwin Paperbacks, London I990 p,lB7),
For the first time in history, it is possible to env-
isage the eradication of the aboreal forests of Can-
ada Alaska and Russia, as well as the world‘s trop-
ical rainforests, ‘The rate of destruction of tropic-
al forests means that by the end of the century and
given current_trends, nearly all forests will e gone
in lndia, Thailand, Vietnam,_the Philippines, Madag-
ascar, East Africa, Best Africa, and central America,
and virtually all primary forest will be eliminated
in Buroa and Ecuador ‘ ( orman Myers [Deforestation
Rates in the fropical Forests and their Climatic Imp-
lications‘ Friends of the Earth I989), .
It has been suggested that the Earth is one continent
short of the quota of forests needed to counteract
global warming, i

D: Estimates of the Threat Posed by Deforestation,
There are a number of theorists who believe deforest-
ation is the critical ecological groblem:-
Fred Pearce: ‘The big issue for t e future of the
planet (has to do) with forests, where most of the
terggetrial carbon resides, (‘Turning up the Heat‘
Anthony Milne: ‘The most serious environmental

roblem now facing the Earth is deforestation,‘ (‘Our
Browning Uorld, Population, Pollution and Future -
Heather Prism Press Dorset l9BB p,44), I
James Lovelock; ‘To me the vast, urgent and certain
danger comes from the clearance of he tropical for-
ests Greenhouse gas accumulation may be an even _
greater danger in time to come, but not now,‘ (fGaia

he Practical Science of Planetary Medicine‘ Gaia
Books Ltd London T991, p,9); ‘To a planetary physic-
ian, by far the most dangerous malady afflicting the
Earth is that of exfolia ion - destruction of_i s
living skin, In human medicine the loss_of skin from
whatever cause is a serious threat to life: the loss
of more than 70$ of the skin by burning is usually
fatal. To denude the Earth of its forests and other
natural ecosystems and of its soils is like burning
the skin of a human, And we shall soon have destroyed, -
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The Reforest the Earth project

to promote global tree-planting to combat

warming and the environmental and socal
problems caused by deforestation and

solution to the myriad problems facing

or replaced with inefficient farmlands 70$ of the
earth s natural land surface cover,‘ (‘Gaia' p,l57);
‘The effects of forest clearance will probably be the
first gigantic disaster to greet us within the next
decade or two, Numerical mo els based on Gaia theory,
and the experience of past oivilizations, both pre-
dict that once more than this orogortion of a self
regulating ecostsyem dies (65% t en it can no longer
sustain i s clima e and total collapse takes place,‘
(‘Gaia' p,lSB),

, .

III: The Destruction of
Coral Reefs. _
The destroction of coral reefs is not regarded as a
major environaental groblem by the public nor by many
environmentalists, T is is oartly due to the ignoran-
ce of the ecologioal role p ayed by coral reefs, The
dangers involve in the_destruotion of coral reefs
mig t be taken more seriously if it was seen as part
of the more widespread destruction of renewable
PESOUPCES,

A: The_Ecological Role Played by Coral Reefs,
Just like forests, coral reefs play a major part in
the carbon cycle ‘The world‘s coral reefs face dest-
ruction from global warming that could be worse for
the world than the loss of tropical rain forests,
Coral reefs perforo an equally valuable ecological
fnnotigo in absorbing carbon gas,“ (Daily Telegraph

Perhaps even more importantly, unlike forests, coral
reefs are a germanent_deposi ary for carbon, ‘Coral
reefs could e absorbing up to alf of the carbon di-
oxide dissolving into t e sea from the atmosphere, lf
so that makes t em at least as imgortant a 'sink‘ for
carbon as rainforests, Hot only t at, coral reefs do
not ultimately release their carbon back into the
air, as trees do when they die,‘ (Fred Pearce New
Scientist 2l,ll,92 p,50),
Coral reefs are just as much a home for marine life
as forests are for wildlife,
B: The Scale of Coral Reef Destruction, _
Coral reefs are the most delicate and easily damaged
eco-systems on Earth, Their very existence depends on
clear, unpolluted water (corals must have plenty of
sunli ht and an environment free from unnatural y f
high levels of algae); no interference (just touching
livin coral can ill it); and there also needs to be
a goog range of fish and invertebrate species to keep
the coral well maintained,
The problems that corals face are immense:- r
Loggers, shifting cultivators, mining companies, cash
cro pharmers, e c,, destroy trogica forests causing
soil erosion and after being was ed down to the sea
the silt smothers corals; _
industrialists, water companies, and pharmers dump r
sewage and nitrates into rivers which poison cora s;
boat owners destroy coral by dragging their anchors
over reefs;
tourists iomp up and down on coral reefs out of sheer
joy at seeing such beauty; . _ _
fisherfolk use dynamite o catch fish which causes
irreoarable damage to coral reefs;
loca construction companies remoye coral for
building purposes (as in the Maldives); r
local businesspeogle remove coral to create tourist
souvenirs (as in obassa); _ _
the shell trade removes key fish species from corals
which leaves the corals de enseless against attack by
other fish sgecies e,g, the Giant Tri_on is the chie
predator of he Crown of Thorns starfish which feeds
exolusively on coral The exploitation of the Giant
lriton by_ he shell trade has led to an unprecedented
increase in the Crown of Thorns population and this,
in turn, has resulted in entire reefs being literally
eaten away; . 9 _ _
the acquarium trade expropriates Cleaner brasse, a_ B
fish which cleans other fish thereby keeping them in
healthy condition, and this causes other fish species
to move away from corals causing reef degradation.
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S; dpinions about the Threat Posed by Coral Reef
es ruc ion,

Some commentators seem to oelieve the destruction of
eoral reefs is Just as serious as-that of deforestat-
ion, ‘The world‘s coral reefs face destruction from
global warming that could be worse for the world than

he loss of tropical rain forests, Coral reefs per-
form an equally valuable ecolopical function in
absorbing carbon gas,‘ (Daily elegraph, ll,4,90), J

IV: The Sterilization of
Continental Shelves.
This form of destruction is even less well apprecia-
ted than the destruction of coral reefs,
A; The Ecological Role Played by Continental Shelves.
Continental shelves are some of the most ecologically
productive areas on the planet, They nurture vast
schools of marine life, ust as was the case with the
biomass phenomena outlined above, continental shelves
play a role in the carbon cycle although what would

appen to the planet‘s ecology if the world‘s contin-
ental shelves were turned in o deserts is not known,
B: The Scale of Destruction,
Continental shelves are being ruined primarily by the
toxic, and_sewage, waste being dumped into rivers,_
The pollution_dumped into rivers eventually makes its
way to estuaries and then gets swept along coasts
spreading over the continental she ves, Coastal
resorts add to the pollution and encourage a vast
array of leisure boats whieh drap their anchors over
these shelves and ruin their eco ogy,
C: Opinions about the Threat Posed by the
Sterilization of Continental Shelves, m
James Lovelock; flt may be that ee can create deserts
and dust bowls with comparative impunity but if we
devastate the area of t e continental s elves through
irresponsible bad husbandry in our first attempts a
sea farming we shall do so at our 6eril,‘_(‘Gaia, A
New Look a Life on Earth‘ Oxford niversitr Press
T979 p,ll4); "I find the prospect (of kelp arming)
more disturhing than the possible effeets of any of
the industrial hazards which we have discussed.
('Gaia, A New Look at Life on Earth‘ p,llB); “The
vital organs of Gaia are not on the land surfaces but
in the estuaries, wet lands, and muds on the contin-
ental shelves,f ('Gaia, A New Look at Life on Earth‘
p,l3OJ; ‘The disappearance of a type of sea grass
from the Mediterranean may be as serious as he loss
of the Amazon rainforest, say environmentalists,‘
(New Scientist S,lO,9l, p,ll ,

V: The Decimation of Photoplankton.
Once again, the destruction of photoplankton is not
regarded as an important ecological issue,
A; The Ecological Role Played by Photoplankton,
The scale of photoplankton s ro e in t e Earth‘s car-
bon cycle has not yet been determined so it is not
known whether its contribution is bigger or smaller
than other biomass phenomena, S
B: The Scale of Photoplankton Destruction
Photoplankton is being contaminated by pollutants but
the main threat to its existence comes from ozone
depletion, Ultra-violet light is as damaging to phot-
op ankton as it is to land based plants, Photoplank-
ton flourish in cold water and global warming may
retard growth,

C; Opinions about the Threat Posed by Photoplankton
Destruction,
Tim Redford: ‘Uhat happens (climaticall ) ma depend
upon how the oceans work and_what role the plankton
p ay, The tiniest creatures in the sea,_plankton, may
decide the fate of the globe.‘ (‘The Crisis of Life
on Earth, Our Legacy from the Second Millenium,
Thorsons Publishing Group I990, p,l3S),
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VI: The Eradication of Mangroves.
A; The Ecological Role Played by Mangroves,
‘Mangrove_forests are made up o diverse tree s ecies
whic thrive in upper tidal zones alond flat, sgelt-
ered tropical shores, In the mangrove orest, life
abounds, One can find shorebirds, crab-eating monk-
eys, fishing cats, and mud-skipper fish, The man-

roves are he ocean's e uivalent of the rainforest,‘
?Alfredo Ouarto ‘Life :n§ Death in the Mangrove‘
Earth First! Journal Yule I992 p,32l,
B: The Scale of Mangrove Destruction,
“hangrove forests are ideal locations for the estab-
lishment of black tiger prawn aouaculture, They are
beinp cleared, and t e once sel -sustainind wa ers
and and poisoned, Prawn fares made their irst app-
earance a ong Asiafs coasts in the l970s, beginning
their rapid expansion in China, Taiwan and South Kor-
ea, The annual growth rate of prawn production aver-
ages 25!, mainly in Asia which produces 753 of the
world‘s prawns, Many of these early prawn industries
have by now failed or are in the final stapes, The
ponds are largely abandoned, the once plen iful mang-
roves devasta ed, Uherever the industry does, the
mangroves disappear as it moves on from ailed pond
to new, unspoi ed ground, There are prawn farms in-
Thailand, lndia, Bangaldesh, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Ecuador, Panama, Mexico and elsewhere in latin Amer-
ica, The prawn industry is moving to new coasts in
Burma, Cambodia, Vietnam, Yemen and Iran, ln the last
30 years Thailandfls total area of mangrove forests
has decreased from over 2,1 million rai to 1,12
million rai, A large part of this loss is attribut-
able to the prawn industry,‘ (Alfredo Quarto ‘Life
and Death in the Mangrove Earth First! Journal Yule1992 p.s2>.
C: Opinions about the Threat Posed by Mangrove
Destruction,

VII: The Desertification of
Savannah Grasslands.
A; The Ecological Role Played by Savannah Grasslands,
"Savannahs, road grasslands scattered thinly with
trees and shrubs e ich span 20$ of the Earth s
surface,‘ (New Scientist 29,B,92 p.35),
Like all the other biomass phenomena explored in this
section, savannah grasslands have a role in the plan-
et‘s carbon cycle, Savannah grasslands absorb hupe
guantities of CO2, The Unite Nations Environmen

rogramme studied grasslands on five continents and,
‘its results show hat tropical grassland turns far
more CO, into carbohydrates than anyone suspeeted,
equalling - or even exceeding - the productivity_of
tropical forests,‘ Consequen ly, it _as been es inat-
ed hat, ‘burning the savannah contributes 3 times as
much CO, to the atmosphere as burning_the_
rainforests,‘ (Peter de Groot, New Scientist 6,l,90),
Savannah grasslands are periodically destroyed by
fires, sparked off either by nature or oomans, and
thus cannot store carbon for any 1ength_of time like
trees, This means their role in combatting global
warming is minimal, s ~
B: The Scale of Savannah Grassland Destruction,
‘The African .. savannahs are going the way of the
world‘s rainforests,‘ (New Scientist 29,8, 2 p.35).  

‘Z-

C: Opinions about the Threat Posed by Savannah
Grassland Destruction,

VIII: The Overall Ecological Threat
Posed by the Destruction of
Renewable Resources. _
A: The Ecological Role Played by_Biomass,
Biomass plays a number of ecological roles,
a) Global Uarming, _ _
The various forms of biomass explored above constit-
ute the_major forces driving the planet's carbon cyc-
le, It is not yet known scientifically_exact1y wha
contribution each makes to global warming but if more
research is carried out, as it must be i a global
warming disaster is to be averted, then the answers
will be discovered, Each of the phenomena makes a
slightly different contribution to plobal warming,
Forests are able to influence dloba _average tempera-
tures through the albedo effec , as is also the case
- but to a smaller degree - with savannah grasslands,
whilst other types of biomass do not have his capab-
ility, However, whilst forests are capable of storing
carbon for only a relatively short period of time,
coral reefs are able to extract car on from the
atmosphere permanently,
The destruction of biomass boosts olobal warming in a
number of ways, Firstly, burning o f biomass creates
greenhouse gases Secondly, the destruction of bio-
mass means hat less oarbon is absorbed from the
atmosphere (and less is permanently removed from the
atmosphere) and this boosts the greenhouse effect,
And, thirdly, the destruction of forests and mangrov-
es decreases the planet‘s albedo and thus increases
global temperatures, ‘The evaporation of water from
orests is part of Gaia's_coo ing system,‘ (James

Lovelock ‘Gaia, The Practical Science of Planetary
Medicine‘ Gaia Books Ltd London I991, p,l79),
bl Hildlife,_ _ i _
The destruction of renewable resources is decimating
a huge range of wildlife species which depend on
these resources for food and shelter, The rainfor-
ests, mangroves and coral reefs are amongst the most
densely inhabited ecological habitats on Earth,
cl Hater, i _ _
The destruction of renewable resources is having a
considerable inpaot on the water cycle, All biomass
turns carbon dioxide into oxygen and water, But for-
ests and mangroves also contribute to the water cycle
in another way, Forests are not merely stands of yood
they are almost green lakes containing vast quantit-
ies of water - just as much as lakes, By absorbing so
much water, forests are able to provide a constan ,
rear round, supplr_of water for plants and animals,

iomass also puri ies water, o ‘
d) Resources, _ _ _ _
Biomass also provides oomans and wildlife with a vast
array of resources from food, fuel, commodities,
EC“
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E: ThetCo-Option of the Planet's Photosynthetic
a aci ,

Thgre lg one minor issue to clarify before examining
the significance of biomass destruction, A number o
ecologists have sought to measure oomans‘ increasing
dominance over the planet by examining the degree to
which they have co-opted the planet s net primary

d t’ t ‘The human race is now usin or co-pro uc ivi y, g_
opting at least 25$ of the planet's net primary pro-
ductivity, I see no sign that we, as the doninant
organisms on the plane , are in any way acting to
ma e it more hospitable for life,‘ (Paul Ehrlich ‘Co-
Evolution and Its Applicability to the Gaia Hypothes-
is‘ in Stephen H Sc neider, G enelope J Boston (eds)
‘Scientists on Gaia‘ The MIT Press, ambridge,
Massachusetts I991 p,2ll, i
The co-option of the Earth‘s net primary roductivity
is a valid measure of the scale of oomans? dominance
of the planet, lt is, however, somewhat misleading,
Althoug it is important to know Just how much of the
planet s net primary roductivity oomans are co-opt-
ing it implies that all that oomans are doing isu . . . .sing an increasing proportion of a fixed quantity of
'€‘.‘?,;°'il2“,2i§.§2i-§“.i.°3'§-‘i2§.$“.23.§.iwill ‘lfil§‘.‘l%2'
remorselessly destroying it, Ufiat is actually involv-
ed is that oomans are_taking over more and aore of an
increasingly diminishing resource, ln addition, such
atneasuretg ooman dogingnpg doesn't gigs any indic-
a ion o e wa in w ic e ane ‘s io iversi y
is being destroyed, Oomans could be exploiting the

t th t' f natural forest eeminpho osyn e ic resources o a g
with p ant and wildlife species or they could have
razed such a natural forest and replaced it with aj
tree plantation_with exactly the same photosynthetic
outpu but no biodiversity, Lester R Brown provides a
calculation which takes into account the destruction
of photosynthesis but_fails to give a clear impress-
ion of what is happeninp to the planet‘s photosynth-
etic capacity, ‘Nearly Oi of the earth's land- ased
photosynthetic activi K is devoted to the satisfact-
ion of human needs or as been lost as a result of_
human degradation of natural systems," (‘The Illusion
of Propress‘ in ‘State of the orld 1990' A Uorld-
watch nstitute Report on Progress Towards a Sust-
ainable Planet‘ Unwin Paperbacks, London T990 p,7),
C: The Scale of Biomass Destruction. _ _
As far as is known there are no scientific assess-
ments of global biomass destruction.
D: Estimates of the Threat Posed by the Destruction
of Renewable Resources, '
E: The Significance of Biomass Destruction, _
The destruction of the world's renewable resourees is
one of the greatest ecological threats of our time,
It is far more dangerous han acid rain, stratospher-
ic ozone depletion or the contamination of the food
supply, Indeed, as has been suggested above, these
latter phenomena are more of a hreat because of _
their contribution to global earning than they are in
their own right,
The destruction of land-based renewable resources
will have a far bigger and more immediate impact on
global average temperatures than the effect of atmos-
pheric pollu ion on the greenhouse effect, The decre-
ase in he planet‘s albe_o will increase global temp-
eratures much gore immediately and much more rapidly
than carbon emissions,
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The burning of renewable resources will boost the
greenhouse effect and, in turn. the greenhouse effect
will increasingly destroy renewable resources, Howev-
er, if current trends continue, oomans will destroy
far more of the planet's renewable resources than he
greenhouse effect, Much of the planet's renewable re-
sources will have disapgeared long before the green-
house effect begins to ite, As has been pointed out
above, the threat posed by the greenhouse effect has
been overestimated, For t e nex few decades, at
least, oomans remain a far, far bigger threat to
renewable resources than the green ouse effect, J
Despite the impressive array of environmentalists who
argue that the greenhouse e fect is the biggest ecol-
ogical threat facing life on Earth, it has o be sug-
gested that the des_ruction of renewable resources is
affartbigger ecological threat than the greenhouse
e ec ,
Given that the Earth is supposed to last for another
AH billion years, and assuming that oomans want to
survive in perpetuity, then oomans have no other
choice but to earn ow to live on renewable resour-
ces, Ho matter how huge the desposits of non-renew-
able resources may be and no matter how ingenious the
recvcling of these resources, they aren't going to
las for AH billion years, Unfortunately, _hough,
oomans are destroying renewable resources Just as
recklessly as non-renewable resources, Perversely,
oomans are using non-renewable resources to destroy
the renewable resourees they need to survive in perp-
etuity, It seems as if environmentalists have failed
to appreciate the real threat posed by the reliance
on fossil fuels, The real threat is not that oomans
are using fossil fuels so extravagantly that they are
boosting the greenhouse effect nor is it that the
rapid rate of fossil fuel consumption will lead to
the exhaustion of these resourees in the near future
but that oomans are using fossil fuels to destroy re-
newable resources at suc a rapid rate they will soon
be depleted, If environmentalists need to worry about
a shortage of resourees it is the shortage of renew-
able resources that is critical not the shortage of
fossil fuels,
The destruction of renewable resources goses a much
greater threat to ooman survival than t e greenhouse
effect because although oomans might survive the lat-
ter thev are highly unlikely to survive the loss of
renewab e resources, Once renewable resources have
gone, it is conceivable the ooman race could survive
_v_obtaining all the food, fuel, energy, and commod-
i ies, etc,, it needs from bacteria ( or which see
below) but this is merely an academic point since the
disappearance of biomass will lead to the collapse of
the carbon cycle and the planet would no longer be
suitable for ooman habitation,
F: Rogue Biomass, _ _ _
There is, however, one maJor exception to_this trend
of increasing biomass destruction - ignoring those a
parts of the world where forests have temporarily

een expanding. Uhilst all other forms of biomass are
disappearing here is one which has blossomed and ex-
panded over the last few_decades - algae, The leech-
ing of artificial fertilizers through the soil, the
dunping of ooman manure, the accidental escape of
animal manure and silage, the flushing of washing-up
liquids and washing powders into sewer systens, etc,,
has led to vast quan ities of nutrients fiouring into
streams, rivers, lakes, and seas where t ey have boo-
sted the growth of_algae, Algal blooms are now found
all over he over-industrialized world, Algae is like
a weed and is flourisheing so dramatieally beeause
it is the companion of oomans‘ polluting activities,
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Algae have a bad reputation because algal blooms look
an smell awful, “A l around the world, red tides,
glutinous green slimes and filthy looking froths of
yellow foam, caused by algae, have become more frequ-
ent, Blooms are an increasing sign of eutrophicat-
ion,‘ (Hew Scientist; ZB,t,9 J, one tvpes of algae
are toxic and the public is increasing v having o be
warned against using lakes infected wit toxic algae
beeause of the heal h risk to both oomans and
anima s,
Algae have a multiple effect on the carbon cycle,
They moderate the greenhouse effect through he extr-
action of carbon from the atmosphere, ‘According to
one scientist, eutrophication in the oceans and on
land could be generating a quantitv of new biomass as
large as I Gt of carbon a year ‘ ( ereny Leggett,
'The_Nature of the Greenhouse Threat‘ in ‘G obal
Uarming, The Greenpeace Report‘ Ed by Jeremy Leggett
Oxford University ress l9 O, p,36l, They modera e
global warming by releasing huge guantities of di-
methyl sulphi e which triggers of the formation of
clouds thereby reflecting sunlight back into space,
Howsever, as far as the demand side of the carbon
cycle is concerned, rotting algae deoxygenate the
water killing off marine g ants and animals, This i
destroys marine photosynt esis and boosts global
warming, The overall impact of algae on the carbon
cycle is not known, E
The prolific growth of algae seems all too symbolic
of oomans‘ at itude towar the Earth, The on y bio-
mass whose growth has been fostered by oomans is
scum,

ix) Ige Destrugtion of
Self—SustaininF Resources.
There are two types o self sustaining resources -
baeteria and topsoil, Although topsoi is composed
primarily of bacteria it is also made up of a huge
range of different types of animal and or this reas-
on it is categorized separately from bacteria,
In this work, self sustaining resources such as bact-
eria and topsoil have been distinguished from the
natural recyclable resource, e,g water, and renew-_
able resources such as biomass, The fact that soil is
a living medium of animals clearlv_distinguishes it
from wa er and vegetation, ‘Ho_cu ic centimetre of
the soil and sediment beneath is without its billions
of microseopic organisms: the top soil has its photo-
svnthesizing bacteria and nitrogen fixing micro es
o ten attac ed to the roots_of plants; i s fungi, _
stones, moulds and teeming invertebrate life, he ain
in the soil is rich in carbon dioxide pumped down by
life; dissolved in water near the rook surface, this
causes rock weathering, sgeeded by microorganisms,
Uithout life there would e no soil, but only regul-
ith the rock rubble of dead planets,‘ (James Love-lock ffiaia The Practical Stlente of Planetary
Medicine‘ Gaia Books Ltd London I991, p,4B),  

T.

I: Bacteria.
A: The_Ecological Role Played by Bacteria.
Bacteria are found_in every life form on Earth - most

f th b d d f b t ' l llso e ooman o y is compose o ac eria ce .
Bacteria are also found in every ecological niche and
provide a vast range of ecological services, No att-
empt will be made ere to lis all the vital ecolog-
ical functions performed by bacteria but it is nece-
ssary to emphasize Just how inportant bacteria are.
“To most of us, bacteria are intimately connected
with disease, As always with human knowledge, our
view is mainly restricted to the small segment that
is a human concern, the pathogenic bacteria, Yet bac-
teria are, and always have been, the_most important
living things, Their ceaseless activity in t e soil,
the sedimen s, animals and giants, is essential for 
the continued existence of _aia, indeed life itself,
They play the_largest role_in sustaining Gaia, (James
Lovelock, ‘Gaia, he Practical Science of Planetary
Medicine‘ Gaia Books Ltd London I991, p,99),
B: The Scale of Bacterial Destruction,
There are a_large number of ooman activities which
are destroying acteria - pesticides, toxic waste,
atmospheric pollution, nuc ear radiation, domestic
bleac es, vaccinations, etc,, etc,,
There is no scientific research into the scale of
bacterial destruction, Given that a gramme of soil or
a spoonful of water contain billions of bacteria, it
wou d be almost impossible to calculate the
destruction,
C: Opinions about the Threat Posed by Bacterial
Destruction, _
Very few opinions have been expressed about the
threat posed b the destruction of bacteria since so
little scienti ic research has been done on the, l
subiect,
O: The Significance of Bacterial Destruction,
The lack of scientific research on this subJect means
that it is not possible to draw many conclusions _
about this issue, It does seem, however,_that despite
large scale decimation, bacteria are resisting the
ons aught, Uhilst trees have no defences against oo-
man stupidity and whilst wildlife have defences whieh
are insufficient to deter attacks by oomans, bacteria
are sucoessfully fighting back against the oomans‘
war against the Ear h, A large number of bacteria are
becoming resistant to pesticides, vaccinations and
antibio ics,
This resistance is fortunate indeed. Uhereas with all
other forms of ooman induced ecological destruction
there is nothing to stop such self-inflicted folly,
there is at least the hope that bacterial resistance
will bring oomans to their senses and make them
realize t e ecocidal nature of their actions,

II: Topsoil. y
A: The Ecological Role Plaved by Topsoil, _ _
The most obvious ecologica role played by topoil is
to provide a medium for biomass grow h, Topsoil also
plays a part in the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, cy-
cles because it contains bacteria which carries out
photosynthesis and fixes nitrogen from the atmosph-
ere,
B: The Scale of Topsoil Destruction, _ _
All over the world, huge amounts of topsoil are being
lost or destroyed by a wide range of different ooman
activities;_bad farming practices such as excessive
use of pesticides, over-intensive cultivation, prair-
ie pharning which is vulnerable to wind erosion, poor
irrigation leading to waterlogging and salinization,
pollution, urbanization, deforestation, mining, etc,,
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Paul and Anne Ehrlich: "In the l9BOs more land went
out of production (largely because of exhaustion,
desertification, or failed irrigation) than was newly
opened and the world's cropland shrank some 7!,‘
(‘The Population Explosion p,96),
Tim Radford: ‘At bottom, 35X_of the world‘s land
surface is at risk from turning into deserts, This
land is home to 850 million people, There are 45
million square kilometres of drylands, Of these an_
area which is about as big as North and South America
combined is already at risk of turning into desert,‘
(‘The Crisis of Li e on Earth, Our Legacy from the
Second Millenium, Thorsons Publishing Group I990,
p.206); "I5 million acres every year turns to desert,

D million becomes too poor to support crop or cattle
(because of aggressive farming, overgrazing, salin-
itv), B00 mil ion is losing topsoil at an alarming
ra e because of erosion by wind or water," (‘The
Crisis of Life on Earth,_ ur Legacy from the Second
Millenium, Thorsons Publishing roup I990, p,SO),
Erik Eckholm: "Europe is estimated to be losing l
billion tonnes a year, Asia 25_Dl1ll0fl tonnes and the
US l billion tonnes, Annual soil loss amounts to 75
billion tonnes," (‘The Gaia Atlas of Planet Manage-
ment ed N Myers Pan Books, London IBBS, g,40),
"More than a tenth of the world‘s soils _ave lost a
substantial amount of their natural fertility in the
past 45 gears, according to the first results of a 15
veer Glo al Assessment of Soil Degradation, funded,by

he United Nations Environment Programme, In Europe
an estimated 2O million hectares o _soils have been
seriously damaged by industrial activity, mostly by
air pollution such as acid rain and the fallout of
heavy metals,‘ (New Scientist lG,5,92 p,7),
C: Opinions about the Threat Posed by Topsoil
Destruction,
There are a number of theorists who regard the loss
of topsoil as a significant threat, _
Erik ckholm: ‘Few resource problems are_so important
as the disappearance of our soil, There is no nown
way that we can replace our soil,‘ (‘The Gaia Atlas
pfsglanetohanagement ed H Myers Pan Books, London
Guy Dafinceyi ‘Once the soil is gone it is gone
forever, Up to 30 world civilizations have collapsed
because they neglected to look after their topsoil,"
(‘After the Crash, The Emergence of the Rainbow -
Economy‘ Greenprint, Basingstoke I988 p,2lG),  
Lester Brown: Lester Brown has observed that
civilization might survive the exhaustion of petrol-
eum reserves, but not the exhaustion of the world‘s
agricultural topsoil,‘ (Paul and Anne Ehrlich, ‘The
Popgiation Explosion‘ Hutchinson, London, I990,
pm I

D: The Significanee of Topsoil_Destruction,
The loss of topsoil is so considerable it is dramatf
ically reducing the planet's carrying oapacity, It is
not known when the loss will become critical, If all
the Earth's topsoil was destroyed then oomans would
be faced with widespread food shortages, This would
lead to refugee crises which would compound the eco-
logical destruction,
There have always been food shortages and famines in
various parts o the world at various times through-
out ooman histor but at no point was there the pros-
ect of the total destruction of the planet's soil,

gt is already the case that, ‘Between T950 and T984,
the historical peak year,-world grain production per
person climbed nearl 40%, Since then it has fallen
roughly It a year, with the drop concentrated in
pogrer countries, (Lester Brown, Guardian 3,l,92,
P. .
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The destruction of toosoilis a bigger ecological
threat than the green ouse effect, global warming,
and the destruction of renewable resources because
the destruction is taking place much more rapidly
than these three ecologica phenomena Uhilst the de-
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uantiti ? d- “ ' ; ' . i»~”/q _ es of renewable resources in the sea, n ad

ition, even if forests are_clear cut there is still
the possibility of protecting the soil lf the right
measures were akeo, However, if the soil goes t en
the land becomes lifeless and beyond repair, The
destruction of land based renewa le resources is in
reality only a phase in the process of top-soil
destruction,
If all topsoil was destro ed oomans mi ht survive, as
James Lovelock suggests, by producing ?ood from oil,
However, even assuming there was an oil left it
would be in such a limited su ply it would not last
long, There is also the PO5Slgl1lt that oomans could
survive on marine resources or high-tech food produc
ed with the help of bacteria, The pressure on marine
resources, however, would be so intense it is hi hly
likely they would soon be exhausted, The drawbaca to
synthetic ood from bacteria is that biotechnology is
s ill only in its research stage, Such a ‘soylen
green scenario would leave oomans even more depend-
ent upon the power-mad, ecocidal whims of multi-nat-
ional corporate executives than they are now,_lt
should be pointed_out that Lester Brown[s_con;ecture
noted in t e previous section, that civilization ’
might survive the exhaustion of petroleum reserves,
bu not the exhaustion of the world's agricultural
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III: Estimates of the Threat Posed
by Biodiversity Destruction.
There are a number of theorists who believe the dest-
ruction of wildlife is dangerous;-
James Lovelock; "Perhaps as much as 90% of all
species on Earth are to be found in tropical areas,
To destroy such a large chunk of the living ecosystem
when we do not proper y understand how it all works
is like pulling apart he control system of a modern
aircraft while in mid-flight," (‘The Earth Re ort.
Monitoring the Battle for our Planet‘ ed E Goldsmith
8 N Hildyard Mitchell Beazley T988 p,63J,
E0 Uilson;_'The worst thing hat can happen during
the 19805 is not energy depletion, economic collapse,
limited nuclear war, or conquest by a totalitarian
government, As terrible as these catastrophes would
_e for us, they can be repaired within a ew generat-
ions, The_one process ongoing in the 1980s, t at will
take millions of years to correct is the loss of gen-
etic and_species diversity by the destruction of nat-
ural habitats, This is the folly that our descendants

topsoil, is not wholly true - but it is true enough
to make the destruction of top soil the biggest self-
induced, ecological disaster which oomans ace,

x) The Extermination of Wildlife.
I: The Ecological Role Played by
Wildlife.
Uildlife helped to create the_Earth's habitability
and anlmals still play a significant part in the
plaoet s life sustaining_procesees, However, it is  
gpllgely that this role is as vital as that played by

L .

II: The Scale of Biodiversity
Destruction.
It is much easier for oomans to decimate wildlife
than bacteria. There are far more bacteria than there
are_wildlife; they lnhabit a far greater number of
habitats than wildlife; and the are_ _ y also capable ofputting up_much more resistance to ooman bel igerence
than wild ife,
There are a wide range of causes of wildlife annihil-
ation, Hundreds of millions of wild animals are kill-
ed by hunters and fur trappers; hundreds of millions
are illed because they are defined, by oomans, as
pests ; and similar nuobers are killed accidentall

as a result of road accidents, pollution and habitat
destruction, 'Haryard biologist Edward Uilson estim-
ates that, at a minimum, 50,000 species_ayear -
nearly I40 a day - are condemned o extinc ion bynthe
destruotion of heir tropical rainforest habitat,
(Guardian 3,l,92, p,24),
0ver_the last few decades, the annihilation of wild-
llfe has increased_dramatioally, If the oumoer of _
livestock animals is also included then it is possib-
le that A COUPLE OF HUNDRED BILLIDNS animals are
killed around the world every year,

are least likely to forgive us,‘ (quoted in ‘The Gaia
Atlas of Planet Hanagement ed N Hyers Pan Books,
London 1985, p,l59),

IV: The Significance of
Wildlife Destruction.
Uildlife helped to make the Earth a habitable planet,
But, wildlife not merely created thE_C0fldltl0flS under
which oomans could survive and flourish they created
the ooman race, It was not airey-fairy, transcendent-
al_pods who created oomans but wildli e, However,
whi st wildlife continue to play important roles in
sustaining and protecting the p anet‘s ecology, it is
one of the great planetary tragedies, that oomans
oould exterminate many of the _arth‘s wildlife spec-
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t b th t the larger the
:iiaii?§'§§,§i§§,5i§$sni3na$ upathe food chain they
are, the easier it is for oomans to take oror thpé:
°§°1°9i¢ai rolfis; °°"v§i??iZhiihin§$aii§'is fieplace.
lA§§a5@§i§e§a§e§,i°§§ie becomes almosttincontrpvert;. . - - ' t ' soi er -iii: **,*::,1:l:,:‘,:::."l;‘2,12,Pisa: :22 , ,,,,
range'of1other ‘creey crawlies‘ are indlspenslblo to- d ‘t ' O 9trr1r'%3§l§‘§t§“h§ip 2? Qgggigeg? antsaaocgunt for

mom if “““}‘,l2‘32°*‘<£3£,3i§?,than either earthworms or human a .
24,8,90l,

- - t f k fertilizing,
g§§§ii§§ dig: 3§i§,in““i§,a§3ii tfiatugomans_couldE
never fulfill all of Qhese ecologtcalrfwlfillfgaér :33
with the help of tractors to ra e o ,ies and prevent a -eophysiological collapse - a§_long. r fertilize the soil_oomans still oould "Oi 5° the 1°“
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out_by_gi1dLi1e, “And the simple truth is that we
could create a world that was perfectly tolerable to
look at and to walk in, and as ecologically fstable‘
as we are ever liable to achieve, an yet eliminate
90% or even 99,93 of our fellow species, The general
argument, that biological diversity ipso facto leads
to ecological stability, and that decimation will would be able to usur the ecological roles performed
lead to our own demise, simply isn't true,‘ (Colin
Tudge ‘Dying by the Hillion uardian no date),
This awful truth, however, is far from being the
whole truth, There are a number of reasons why oomans
cannot exterminate all wildlife on Earth without cau-
sing the collapse of the planet‘s life-support syst-
ea, Firstly, oomans could not usurp every one of
ll1d1lf&'5_ECO1OQlC&1 roles for the simp e reason
that wildlife perform such a vast amount of work pro-
tecting the planet's life support systeo that oomans
do not have the resources to make wildlife totally
redundant, The effort which would be needed to re-
place wildlife‘s ecological activities is so consid-
erable that even if oomans decided, for some bizarre
reason, that they oo longer wanted to share the plan-
et wlth other species, t ey would find lt extremely
difficult merely extermina ing every animal on Ear h
let alone taking_over_their ecological functions.
Even though at imes it seems as if oooans_are head-
ing towar s the total eradication of wildlife, the
ef ort and resources needed to achieve this would be
colossal, A

tas thoroughly as wildlife, If thls is the caseta _
present, when oomans are exploittna igioeéigfig ?u:i5
ources so_extravagantlybthavenonoreferue in the fut_
are plentifu , i wi . _
ure when both of these resources wlllioellefigcaigag
er“ If ooqans-cannqt qiurp the eco Q? l that theof soil wiiaiire. 1* *5 even less 11 E v Y
by the totality of wildlife species,

b 1' 't is oss-
s§i°"l§‘t,§§i§§l§h~§3'3§“§?t§Z§ fgllgwgspeciese there
is no scientific evidence to show conclusively which
species could be exterminateo without causing ecolog
' l roolems and which species need to be protecte ,
This in itself is a major reason for caution over
wildlife genocide.
Thirdl , even if scientists proved that oomans could
exterminate a large proportlon_of tpeOEartp aopéld
life species and ake over _ eir ea b gdone ractic_
there is no guarantee that it cou e P
ally - the problems may be far too complex for oomans
to overcome.

- ' to exterminate species
FA°‘A1‘ia$ia§°§§giggiigiliarviaaa more efficiently
' 1: P ans Oomans have got other things they could
‘“°?h°°”aav5i, their time and resources to carrying
dot aglo ical functions why waste time and money
gullihg igsects to revent damaqe t° ¢T°P5 "he"
spiders control numgers far more efficiently?
There are, then, a number of theoretical and practic-
al reasons why the extermination of all wildlife spe-
cies would be disasterous. If, however, 00!8"5 Cale‘
fully culled ecologicallY %"1'9°'l3":a:P@§;§:a1the"
it might be possib Q 1? EX °T'*“‘ i b Ythe 99 9;
species - althoogh it is unlikely o e .
proposed by Colin Tudge.

' 1'h t d, lau hter?‘;‘?,f f?,‘;i‘3ti¥' ,3i33,2‘é%2‘ll,fii,il"i,f,,,. in-,.2,,
all over the world are indiscrimina ely s aughtering_
an animal they oome across no matter ow E§01°91¢3
l Yin ortant, unimportant or efficient it might be.
The slaughter is so indifferent to ecologica realit-- ' which rovides some sport, or a
$230322: ‘$1 gnlggd ‘animal model‘ for pervert vivis-3
ectionists, or gappens to be in the wrong place at- d d, his torr-
:2? ofoggathagndedgstrfiziioneggssgpinsiscriminate it
is undermining oomans‘ ecological safety.

whilst it is quite true, then, that oomans could ext:
erminate many wildlife sPE¢1@5 a?¢t5“TV1:§a%"t§g §%?_
1° ically gtable planet’ the rea 1'Y line ooman race
“a? °*‘e‘“i“‘t‘°" process ‘S'irag§§?g:ana wh wild-
i“t° oblivion‘ If oomans d°§ ‘ugh sufficient wilder-
life shnqld be respected anthgi: survival then these
“es? “?§§iai’n§?,33§Z§"§§§ unlikely to confine the
ac? O? extergination process to ecologically ‘suPP‘
anlya ies The fundamental problem is no one of
iugorgggg and stupidity but bloodluii. The P1ea5%;e5i@l*~":i,:":,*::::;i;*ti,m::l::*:,::::i"::::,3i,,r
gtggidity and species arrogant? likigg it eitgiafiéz~ ' h le o c ange eir a .
lfiliifiglviifiiiigcinpiifia to prevent a total ecologic-
'1 breakdown Oomans are indulging themselves in such
in org of slaughter that it is highly flflllkelf ?heY

re going to be able to stop their murderous activ-
ities in time to save themselves.
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